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The Ph.D. concluded, “it is my considered clinical opinion there is sufficient evidence of a 

mental health condition that may be attributed to military service. There is sufficient evidence 

that his misconduct could be attributed to a mental health condition (PTSD).” 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

After careful review and consideration of all of the evidence of record, the Board determined that 

relief is warranted in the form of upgrading Petitioner’s characterization of service from OTH 

conditions to HON. 

 

Because Petitioner based his claim for relief upon mental health conditions, his application was 

reviewed in accordance with the guidance of references (b) through (e).  Accordingly, the Board 

applied liberal consideration to Petitioner’s contention.  In this regard, the Board concluded that 

Petitioner appears to have suffered from undiagnosed mental health conditions during his 

military service, which is related to his post-service diagnoses of PTSD.  The Board felt that the 

Petitioner submitted sufficient evidence to support his contention that his misconduct and 

subsequent mental health conditions were directly related to his combat exposure during military 

service.  The Board felt that Petitioner’s statement was sufficiently detailed and was further 

supported by medical treatment notes and psychiatric research.  In keeping with the letter and 

spirit of the Hagel, Kurta, and Wilkie Memos, the Board felt that Petitioner’s diagnosed service 

connected mental health condition was a possible causative factor for the misconduct underlying 

his discharge and therefore mitigated his conduct.  After viewing the nexus between Petitioner’s 

trauma and his subsequent misconduct, the Board concluded that no useful purpose is served by 

continuing to characterize the Petitioner’s service as having been under OTH conditions, and that 

a discharge upgrade to HON is appropriate. 

 

Notwithstanding the above corrective action, the Board concluded that Petitioner’s narrative 

reason for separation, separation authority, separation code, and reenlistment code should remain 

unchanged.  Although the Board found that the mitigating information warrants a 

characterization upgrade, the fact that the underlying basis for separation was misconduct 

remains accurate and in compliance with Navy and Marine Corps regulations.  Ultimately, the 

Board concluded any injustice in Petitioner’s record is adequately addressed by the 

recommended corrective action. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

 

In view of the foregoing, the Board finds the existence of an injustice warranting the following 

corrective action. 

 

That Petitioner be issued a new Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty (DD Form 

214) that shows that, on 26 March 2008, his character of service was “Honorable.”  

 

That no further changes be made to the record. 

 






